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CADAVER SNOWMAN CONTEST
Wednesday, February 6, saw two inches of
snow blanket the Augusta area . The cancelling
of Morning classes coincided with the appearance of numerous snowmen throughout the
campus. The Cadaver' s "Roving Eye" was on
hand to capture the various portraits before the
mid-afternoon sun came out and melted most
of the snow.
We were informed by the sculpturers that the
snowmen were erected with various MCG
personalities in mind. We thus offer the following names of various MCG personalities and
ask you to decide who they remind you of.

A

Match the letter to the corresponding
person and drop your answers in the
nearest Cadaver vox. Write-ins will be
accepted and winners will be announced in the next issue.

c

Letter of Choice
Sgt. M. J. Carter
Andy "Ramrod" Reese
Tom Weidman (more than
one of the above)
Fred Garver
Other

B

D
(Photos by Lie)

PERSONALS
Best wishes for a quick recovery to
Jack Dodgen and Becky's little girl.

Congratulations to John "I'll never get
married" Hudson on his engagement
to Lisa ....

.... and to Bill Davis on his contributions to the population explosion .
Keep it up!
-The Cadaver Staff
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After Brezhnev
By DONALD P. BRANNAN (Submitted 18 Feb. 1980)

Ed. Note: The following is another report from our elusive international correspondent, Donald P. Brannan, who after his recent
escape from the Laundramat in Tehran, was last seen hiding out in
the closed city of Gorky, posing as a black bear in the local zoo after
his cover as a Bolshoi ballerina was blown.
Leonid Brezhnev is serving his
fifteeth year as head of the Communist Party. He is 73 years old
and soon w ill surpass Stalin as
t he oldest Soviet leader to retain
power . He makes fewer and
fewer publi c appearances now
and some experts have suggested that he did not participate
in the h igh level decisionmaking preceding the invasion
of Afghanistan. Clearly the Soviet Union is moving into a transition period. The Brezhnev era, so
abrupt in its onset, is winding to
a close.
Prediction of a likely successor is difficult. Brezhnev's rule
more than anything else contributed to a restoration of conservatism in the Party and hence
a stabiliztion of the Party hierarchy. However, over the years
this Party stability has turned into Party stagnation . Those in
attendance at Brezhnev's XXlll
Party Co ngress in 1966 are
essentially the same as those
who attended the XXV Party
Congress in 1976. All of the top
Party officials, the presumed
likely successors, are up in their
years . The frequently mentioned
favorite to succeed Brezhnev is
Andrei Kirilenko, who at age 73
would seem to be an unsatisfact ory answer to the succession
question. The Brezhnev era of
Party stability has passed over

an entire generation of potential
leaders. The odds of a dark horse
suddenly emerging from the
depths of middle level Party
bureacracy are remote. The system just doesn't permit the rapid
rise of anything, people or ideas.
The transition from Brezhnev's rule will be a slow and
cautious one reflecting the
strength of the conservatives
in top Party positions. This shift
in power will probably occur in
two phases. The first will involve
selection of an interim ruler
such as Kirilenko . He would be a
compromise choice and would
wield considerably less power
than his predecessor. As the Old
Guard dies off in the 1980's, we
will see an entirely new generation of Soviets taking positions
of leadership in the Party. Perhaps by 1985 a second succession will have taken place.
This leader will certainly have
had no first-hand knowledge of
Pre-revolutionary Russia and
probably not even of Russia before Stalin. These factors may be
important in determining the
complexion of the newly emerging Soviet leadership.
The new Soviet leader will
face difficult choices. The United
States through its foreign policy
will influence to some degree
the Soviet's choice of a leader
and the policies he pursues. In
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the 1980's the economic outlook for the Soviets is dim.
Worker productivity is down and
resources are becoming more
expensive. General economic
growth has been declining for
years . The Soviet Union will be a
net importer of oil by 1985. Economic reforms involving decentralization of decision-making
and increasing worker incentives are likely to go untried.
New ideas, especially those involving economic and societal
reform, are infrequent and generally unpopular with the Soviet
leadership. It is possible that
after two decades of hefty defense expenditures the new
leadership might decide to cut
back on their outlay. Current de fense spending by the Soviets accounts for about 12% of their
Gross National Product. This
clearly would be a drain on any
economy. (The US spends about
5% of the GNP for defense). The
defense budget would be a
tempting source of funds and resources to revitalize a declining
economy. However, the odds of
a new Soviet leader successfully
building a power base on a policy of reduced defense spending
seem remote.
On the other side of the coin
we may see increased Soviet
military aggressiveness in the
1980's. The new leadership may
be tempted to make up for its

domestic.problems with foreign
successes. After Afghanistan,
Yugoslavia, for historical reasons, would seem a likely target.
With the growing perception of a
Washington-Peking axis and the
rearmament of NATO, the Soviets may feel that the time is ripe
to strike out while at the height
of their military advantage. In
the Soviet view this would be an
effort to stabilize the geopolitical
scene prior to a period of certain
domestic turmoil.
The U.S. must pursue a dual
policy. First, we must strengthen our military posture so as to
discourage Soviet expansionism
and to protect our vital interests.
Our willingness and capability
of using military force to protect
our interests must be unquestioned . However, we should not
encourage useless inflammatory rhetoric from our leaders
which will act only to strengthen
the hand of the hawks in the
Kremlin . We should quietly pursue a broadening of our relationship with China but refrain from
waving the "China Card" in the
face of the emerging Soviet
leadership. We must not abandon the concept of SALT nor of
peaceful coexistence. These
concepts may be seen as beneficial to a new Soviet leadership
certain to face rising titers of
domestic problems in the next
decade.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editors:
In comment to your article by
Bill Carlton, Ph.D., Radiation
Dose - Nuclear Power vs Medicine, may I just say that grant
you, physicians may ("roughly")
produce a population dose of
3,300 person rem in a span of 40
years.
However,
remember
Three Mile Island blasted Harrisburg with 40 years worth of
x-rays in one quick, disasterous
moment.
No Nukes
Vivian Rousseau

1571 Walton Way
Phone 738-8712

Dear Raymona Wana Mona,
I admit to being a perverted
scum bag. Actually I take great
pride in it.
If the gunnerrhea of nursing
school aggrevates your angina
digitorum or if you become fustrated, as you obviously are,
with your bibliofile lovers, try
calling the perverted scum bag
at 736-5605.
Erectionately yours,
The Male Prostitute
ITALIAN FOOD
HOMEMADE SOUPS
BURGER - SALAD BAR
IMPORTED / DOMESTIC BEER
WINES

PIZZA SPECIALS

2-item 15" Party Pizza & Large Pitcher Beer

$8.00

9 P.M . TILL CLOSING MONDAY - THURSDAY

COLLEGE STUDENT SPECIALS
STUDENT HAPPY HOUR 3 P.M. - 6 P.M. DAIL y
15% DISCOUNT FROM 11 A.M. - 6 P.M. SATURDAYS
PIZZA SPECIALS
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staff editorial
Ed. Note: Instead of an editor al which normally would appear here we
wish to dedicate this space to a former classmate.
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Black Contributors To Medicine:

Honor Council Reminder
At a recent Honor Council meeting
the question of the jurisdiction of the
Honor Code was discussed . The
Honor Code is concerned with ethical behavior on the part of all medical
students. This jurisdiction applies to
conduct during testing situations as
well as to behavior on the hospital
wards. It is the responsibility of the
student body to report any violations
of the code to the class Honor
Council representatives . Only
through your support can the Honor
Code function effectively .

Daniel Hale Williams And John Drew
By JULIUS R. BOWIE

Hallmark in the developmental history of American blacks
were contributions by the early
freedom fighters such as Frederick Douglass and Harriet Tubman, the great educators, W. E.
B. DuBois and Booker T. Washington, and the undaunted civil
rights leader, Martin Luther
King. In recognition of Black
History Month, the members of
the Student National Medical
Association would like to recount the contributions of two
black physicians to the medical
field.
Daniel Hale Williams completed his medical training at the
Chicago Medical College and
opened his office on Chicago's
south side in 1883. Williams began practicing at a time when
black physicians were not
allowed the use of Chicago hospitals which resulted in many
surgical procedures being performed on kitchen tables throughout the black neigborhoods. To

end the practice, Dr. Williams
opened Provident Hospital,
which was open to all races.
On July 10, 1893, James
Cornish was admitted to the
emergency ward at Provident
Hospital with a knife wound in
an artery lying a fraction of an
inch from the heart. Dr. Williams
and six staff surgeons effectively repaired the punctured pericardium and after a trying recovery period, Cornish was completely cured of his injury.
This was the first time that a
successful open heart surgery
technique had been reported
and news of William's achievement met with great, though
sometimes dubious, publicity. In
honor of Dr. Williams' feat, President Grover Cleveland appointed him head of Freedmen's
Hospital in Washington, D.C.,
where he served until his death
in 1931 .
Charles Richard Drew was
born in Washington, D.C. in

IT'S ALMOST TIME FOR THE

FRESHMAN BRAWL
Theme: Oriental Gardens
Friday: April 18 at 9:00 P.M.
The Old Medical College - Telfair Street

$4 .00 per person

1904. Drew graduated from
Amherst College where he received the Messman Trophy for
having brought the most honor
to the school during his four
years there . Drew was not only
an outstanding scholar, but
the captain of the track team and
a star halfback of the football
team.
Dr. Drew received his medical
degree from McGill University
in 1033 and then returned to
Washington, D.C. to teach pathology at Howard University.
While pursuing his D.Sc. degree
at Columbia in 1940, Drew
wrote a dissertation on "Banked
Blood." Dr. Drew worked to perfect the modern blood bank system and became such an expert
in the field that the British
government called upon him to
set up the first blood bank in
England.
During World War II, Drew
was appointed director of the
American Red Cross blood donor project and after the war he
served as chief surgeon of Freedmen's Hospital in Washington,
D.C.
On April 1, 1950, Dr. Drew
was injured in a car accident
outside of Burlington, N.C. Although he was bleeding profusely, because of his color
Drew was turned away from the
nearest hospital and before the
next facility could be reached,
Dr. Drew, ironically, "bled to
death ."

SEMI-ANNUAL

All Fall & Winter

Menswear
Reduced!

SUITS
SPORT COATS
SHIRTS
SWEATERS
OUTERWEAR
SHOES
Reductions from

20% to50%

"The Only Authentic Italian
Cuisine in the C.S.R.A."

e SURREY CENTER
e AUGUSTA MALL

•LASAGNA
• SHRIMP SCAMPI
•ITALIAN SAUSAGE
•MEATBALLS
•EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
Prepared Fresh on Premises Daily!

!

HOUSE SPECIALTY - VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA
Manicotti, Stuffed Shells, Pasta and Pizza, too!

I

~ Stc~-H.

Open for lunch Monday· Saturday 11:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.
Open for dinner Wednesday - Saturday 6:00 P.M. till ...

KAP

•

DIRECTIONS: Over the 13th St. Bridge, follow Georgia Ave., at the 5th
light on the left, 348 Edgefield Rd., Belvdere, S.C.

PHONE 279-2212

OFF

"The ultimate in intimate dining"

N

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
Call Days, ~venings &

THE test
prep~ra~ion
specialists
since 1938
Weekends

History Village I nn, Athens
353-8604

rc>tr

5

1=Y
R

EEE 000-223-1102

Ce nters in Mo re Than 80 Maj or US Cit ies
Puerto Rico , Toro nto . Canada & Lugano Switzerland
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CAPTION CONTEST

WINNING CAPTION
"Hey Son! ....If those fellows in Philadelphia
ask you what it is, you check the I ittle box
which says it's an ape suit. But you and I both
know I forgot to put my shirt on!
- J.D .

HONORABLE MENTIONS
"Hoss, drinking alcohol does not put hair on
your chest and it is because I say it is and
because my hair is greyer than yours and my
prostate's bigger."
- Celina and Becky

Last month's caption contest, featuring Dr . J . Bob
Teabeaut, brought many strange and interesting
responses. It did, however, elicit the greatest
number of write-ins to date. The winner of the
contest is J .D. whose initials were the only identi fication we received . Rumors have it that the
mysterious J .D. is actually Ben Spurlock, but we
still await further verification before offering the
award of an all expense paid weekend cruise
around Clark Hill on the S .S. TBO . B.Y.O . DUCT
TAPE .

"Hey Ben, .... Did I show you that fungus I
picked up on Bourbon Street last December?
It itches like Hell, so you had better check
yourself."
- J .D.
"Based on personal experience, I can assure
you that the notion that excessive ETOH consumption leads to estrinism in the male with
resulting feminization , is silly, preposterous,
and unkind."
- Bliss Clark
"Now, if I can just get to my zipper, I'll show
them the funny part ."
- Ralph M .

This month's caption contest takes a new look at the nutritional aspect of our education .
We feature nutritionist Dr . Elaine Feldman and our own wild Bill Walker. Answer this
question : "If it's true that you are what you eat," - what is Bill Walker about to become?"

MEDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS
YOU RECEIVE
1. Full tuition, fees, and educational expenses
encountered in Medical School (except
room and board) .
2. Reimbursment for cost of books and supplies that are required.

Health Center Credit Union

3. Rental fees for equipment when necessary
- such as microscopes.

Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Georgia 30912

4. $453.00 per month while attending school.
(Monthly stipend increases starting July
1980)
5. A commission as an officer in the Navy
Medical Corps .
We are now accepting application for scholarships that start in August 1980 ** submit
yours NOW.
FOR APPLICATION OR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
STEVE SHASTEEN or DONNIE COKER
Navy Med ical Information Team
P. 0 . Box 2711
Columbia, S. C. 29202
Call Collect : (803) 765-5991

828-2040

SAVINGS, CHRISTMAS CLUB SAVINGS,
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT, INSURANCE,
DIVIDENDS, CUSTODIAN ACCOUNTS,
TRAVELERS CHECKS, DISCOUNT CARDS FOR
VARIOUS RECREATION & ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

FORECAST FOR 1980:

ANOTHER BIG 6% ANNUAL DIVIDEND
TO BE PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY
MEMBERSHIP OPEN TO ALL
MCG EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS

ACCOUNTS INSURED UP TO $40,000

YOUR CREDIT UNION - YOUR PLACE TO SA VE
WHERE ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE ARE
MAKING GETIING TOGETHER
WORTHWHILE
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Editor's Comment: In keeping with our series of close up intervie ws of
dedica ted sports - persons on campus, this month's issue features
another Phase II medical student who participates in a form of one of
the oldest sp orts known to man. We hope you enjoy. We'd like to again
extend an in vitation to an y of you who know of other persons on
campus dedicated to something other than a book or woman or
man - namely a sport. Please let us know. We'd appreciate it.
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"Duke" shown here in a sparing match with Olympic boxing contender.
Pancho Carter. Hey Lewis! Maybe if you opened your eyes. you'd find that
"opening."
(Photo by Mac Moretz)

IN IT FOR KICKS
By BOB LICATA , Arranged by CAROL WALKER

Lewis "Duke" Friedlander, a
23 year old phase II medical stu dent out of Atlanta , is a Black
Belt in Karate and an amateur
boxer. More interestingly, however, "Duke" Friedlander has
competed in " full contact karate
and boxing" (or " Kick-boxing" ),
an extreme ly demanding sport
which combines the skills of
karat e with those of boxing .
Only in the last 5-6 yea rs has th e
sport become popular and alre ady it is being considered fo r
the Olympics.
Lewis started in karate 8 years
ago in Atlanta under the coaching
of Joe Corely and Asa Gordon , a
wel! known trainer in boxing an d
full contact karate . He received
his b la ck belt about 3 years later
and was 1974 Southeast Champion , and took second in the
National Seishkna Black Belt

Championships that same year.
In 1975, he fought in the first
amateur full contact bout in the
U.S. held in Atlanta, and lost to
the current top world ranked
light heavyweight by decisi on
(the judges thought the other
guy was a litt le better) . In 1976,
he won the National Collegiate
Black Belt Championship and he
fought professionally in Florida
and right here in Hotgusta .
In 1977 Lewis began serious
training in boxing to help develop his hand techniques which
are essen t ial in kick boxing.
Later that year he competed in
the National Collegiate Boxing
Championship (his first official
boxing match) and has since
boxed in several amateur
matches in Georgia and South
Carolina. He recently boxed in
the Southeastern Golden

Gloves Championships in the
middle weight division but lost
in the finals . Lewis has compiled
a 9-2 record in full contact karate and boxing since first competing five years ago, winning
four of the matches by knockout .
Last year he won the Augusta
full contact karate championship . Lewis considers himself
both a boxer and kickboxer and
trains in both but, as he puts it,
" you can't train for one without
training for the other. "
When I began this interview,
I was somewhat confused as to
exactly how kick boxing came
about. The "Duke" told me his
version and how he got involved
in the sport . "I originally began
training in the strict traditional
Korean oriental style karate
which consists of rigid moves
and I was taught to pull my
punches. In other words, no one
actually got hit - there was only
very light contact . This style em -

phasized form and technique.
Then, as they usually do, Americans took this style and changed
it. We started wearing hand and
foot pads and placed more emphasis on contact. 'Tourname nt
karate' developed in which the
figh!ers were judged on style
and form, using a point system
to decide a winner. There were
no knockouts since that was not
the objective in tournament karate . From this, full con t act
karate came about in which
emphasis was placed on heavy
contact and the 'k nockout' became the ultimate goal of a
fighter ."
Full contact karate is fought in
a ring and there are a designated
number of round s (3, 5, 7 or 9) in
each match . Each fighter wears
boxing gloves and foot pads. The
whole idea is to 'stop' the opponent f ighter by knockou t or by
acquiring more points . In this
(Continued on page 7)

WAYNE NICOLL'S
FINISH LINE
RUNNING CENTER
1710 WALTON WAY
AUG UST A, GA 30907

736-6833

1855 Central Ave.• 733-3505

Quality Shoes, Supplies and Literature
Jogging and Training Advice
Custom T-Shirt Screen Printing
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IN IT

FOR

KICKS.(Continuedfrompage6)

respect it is quite similar to amateur and professional boxing .
Full contact karate is more
energy consuming than boxing
in that 'the kick ' is a very strenuous. but effective additional
aspect of this sport. Each fighter
is required to throw a minimum
of eight kicks per round and
most pros use between 20-30
kicks per round . The well -kno wn
karate 'chop' is not used, because of its ineffectiveness
when wearing boxing gloves;
fighters do, however , make good
use of the k'i ck as evidenced by
the enhanced number of broken
ribs and body bruises occurring
in full contact karate as opposed
to boxing .

the one thing anyone participating in a sport needs - the ability to concentrate. The greatest
fighters have the greatest ability
to concentrate . You're in a ring
for three minutes per round and
for those entire three minutes
you must be at your peak level of
concentration ."
Lewis also stressed sparring ,
or practicing against' an opponent and he has sparred with
some of the best fighters in the
world! In karate he was sparring
partner for the world LightHeavyweight Champ, Jeff Smith
and 1worked and trained over 2
years with the number 1 Heavy weight karate fighter in the
world, Terry Rhome . "He taught
me more than anyone ." He used
to practice his boxing technique
with Emory Chapman . alumni of
MCG Med. School and former
AAU
National
Heavyweight
Boxing Champion . and once
considered one of the best in the
world . Lewis currently works
out at the Chafee Park Gym with
Pancho Carter, former #1 middle weight boxer and the current
light - heavyweight Olympic
contender .

The training for full contact
karate places major emphasis
on the legs . When in training,
Lewis runs 4-5 miles per day
and does 100- 300 kicks (per 3
minute round) as well as a lot of
'bag' work (both heavy and
speed bag) . Lewis says he gains
most and learns more from
'shadow boxing .' "I'm able to
see my moves and learn my
strengths and weaknesses; shadow boxing helps me improve

1
and

MATERNITY WEAR

1600 KALMIA PLAZA

e

AIKEN. S.C . 29801

PHONE 649 -3830

FIRST TIMERS DISCOUNT
20% OFF ANYTHING
EXCEPT ITEMS ON SALE
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY THIS AD

LINGERIE* MATERNITY WEAR *UNIFORMS
LAB COATS *SWEATERS * ETC.

SPECIAL SALE

ON A SELECTION OF UNIFORM

PANTSUITS & DRESSES

40%

OFF

PERSONAL CHARGE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
WE OFFER LOW PRICES AND PERSONAL SERVICE

Open Monday thru Saturday - 10 until 5:30 P.M.

Lewis is shown here, disproving that he can't get it up .
(Photo by Mac Moretz)

Pres ently , Lewis has found
school to be too time consuming
to participate in the sport at a
competetive level; " to stay competitive in kick boxing you must
give it 100% of your time and
effort ." However, he still has an
avid interest in kick box ing.
" First.
I've always enjoyed
fighting because it gets down to
the very basic level of a one 011
one co ntest. It is probably the (or
at least the 2nd) most ult imate
one on one sport we have . There
are certain aspects of human
natu re that never change - the

ability to defend oneself and
have adequate strength in confrontation . (I think he was
touching on survival). The confidence I' ve gained by partici pating in the sport can do noth ing but help me in the future .
The dedication and ability to
concentrate that I've learned
from boxing has helped me a
great deal in my life already . If
indeed th e Martial Arts hav e any
relation to the real worl d, one
learns to gain insight from his
losses, take his shots an d wait
patiently for an opening ."

Professiona Is
Who Neglect
The Business Side
Of Their Practices
Neglect
Their Pocketbooks.
Our job is to make sure you don't fall into
this all-too-common trap.
We' re MAPS-the Mutual Association
for Professional Services--an independent,
non-profit organization dedicated to meeting
your needs for financial products and
services.
Needs for equipment leasing, accounting
services, confidential loans, car leasing, life
and disability insurance, and travel plans
tailored to your discriminating tastes. All from
one source. All serviced by a personal
representative who understands your needs.
Call today to discuss how we might serve
you best.
Mutual Association
For Professional Services

Suite 107, 394 South Milledge
Athens, Georgia 30601
(404) 546-6266
RICHARD L. SOLLAMI

THUJ.J)WER
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Med Techs And One Nurse
Upset The P.T.'s
By UC

The Peanuts Gang (Med
Techs and one nurse) had a tremendous upset victory over the
heavily favored P.T.'s on February 19. The first half looked
like it would be annther runaway
win for the P.T. 's as they built an
18-10 lead. But the second half
saw the Med Techs and one
nurse, get down , and with one
minute left, they pulled within
two with a score of 30-28.
Susan "Joe Cool" Young sunk a
" clutch" basket to tie the score
at 30 with 17 seconds left. P.T.,
Debra Brown put them up by
2 with 17 seconds left but
Julie "Schroeder" Smith and
the Med Techs would not be
denied as she tied the score

again with 7 ticks of the clock
left. The Med Techs then pulled
a surprise full court "zone"
press and stole the ball. "Schroeder" Smith had a last second
tip-in to secure the victory for
the Med Techs, as time expired,
to the astonishment of the bewildered P.T. 'sand this reporter .
A lot of credit is extended to
Angela "Pig Pen" Fuller for her 3
thirty foot swishes and Linda
LeFevre, Cheryl Lowry and
Martha Boley for their brilliant
performances. Many thanks is
extended to the bench sitter I
cheerleaders, especially Lisa
who still doesn't know much
about the game, and their divine
coach . Congrats!

Women's B-Ball
By UC

February 12, proved to be
another exciting , action-packed
brawl of a basketball games as
the Phase II Med . Women took
on the Phase I Meds. It seemed
at the onset that Phase I would
make a runaway of it and lead at
the half 15 - 8. Margaret Riley
had 12 of the first 15 points
second half proved to belong to
Phase II as Laura "Fisticuffs"
Otter got down on defense while
Carol "Gum Chewing" Walker
and Lindy "Corner Shot" Harrell
connected t o bring the score to
20-18 with less than one minute
left to play . Kelly "Boom-Boom"

Dopson was forced to commit a
foul and Nell Bryant put the
Phase I team ahead 21-18 . With
20 seconds left "Corner Shot"
Harrell stole an inbound pass
and brought the score to 21 -20
but as the old saying goes - "too
little - too late" and the Phase I
Women arose victorious . Something must be said for the fans
as they made their presence
very clear . Guys, you don't know
what you ' re missing . For some
action-packed B-ball, check out
the women's games every other
Tuesday nite . . You won't be
disappointed .

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
AT

MARKS SURGICAL
SUPPLIES INC.
1815 15th STREET
PHONE 738-2571

'Cricket' - she might be small, but boy, can she ever jump. Paula DeNitto
(Italian - yes!) looks on .

Beta Breathers Hand One To The Nads
By UC

On February 6, the Nads were
handed their 2nd defeat in 3
games by the Beta Breathers . It
was a great game as the Nads
fought back from an 8 point deficit to go ahead by one with a
little over 5 minutes left to play.
But the Beta Breathers, led by
6'1 O" center, Ken Cordy, would
not give up and pulled ahead by
3 with a little more than 2 minutes left. The Nads brought the
ball down court at least 5 times

in the remaining 2 minutes but
were unable to put the ball thru
the hoop . Willie Rainey, star
guard for the Nads, was overheard in remarking "My mother
told me there'd be days like
this ." Turnovers were the final
crucial factor and last minute
hard play by the Beta Breathers
(the only team in the league with
2 women - both good ball handlers) proved to be enough for
them to beat the Nads 40-31.

Pirates Dominate Early Games
By BOB ALLEN

The senior medical student
Pirates have jumped off to a
quick 2 and 0 start. They return
basically the same awesome
squad that lost only one game
last season. In the first game vs
the the Beta Breathers, Frank
"In Your Uncus Dunkus" Butler
incurred the wrath of the referees (term used loosely) by
attempting a pre-game slam, but
the Bucs went on to a victory of
something like 80 to 50. Against

the Anti -Bodies, they used a
tough man-to-man with a zone
trap press to win by a good margin something like 50 to 20 or
30. They have a small but good
crowd (the dental students seem
to prefer quantity over quality),
and the addition of a few girl
friends, wives and fiances have
swelled their number to a good 4
or 5 per game . Good season
tickets are still available for remaining Pirate games.

VALLEY PARK
APTS.
*
*
*
*
*

Available with Washer -Dryer Conn .
Also Laundry Room
Some Have Private Patios
Two Swimming Pools
1 Tennis Court
Transfer Clau se in Lease s

U.S. SHELTER CORP.
Wrightsboro Rd.

733 -7829

1, 2 & 3
BEDROOMS
Price Range $200 - $270
Off ice Ho ur s:
Sa t. - Sun . 1 p.m . - 5 30 p .m .
M o n . - Fr i. 9 a.m . - 5 30 p .m

Bring this ad and
receive $25 off on
2nd Months Rent
on a Year Lease
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THE RUGGERS ARE BACK
By BRVCE CARTER

"The way I see it, you get eight
of the biggest guys you can find
and seven of the fastest, then
another team of the same, and
put them on a field. Next you
throw something out there for
them to fight over, be it a rock,
severed head or leather ball, and
promise them beer when done."
So spoke one of the intrepid
fans who traveled in the cold
rain to Statesboro with the Mad
Dogs to witness his first rugby
football match. He was awarded
with a 13-4 victory over Georgia
Southern to savor as Augusta
again demonstrated their ability
to win in the rain and mud with a
scrum that seemingly loves to do
it in the dirt.
Of the ten matches since January, including a scrimmage and
second games, those played in
inclement weather have provided victories for MCG while on
a beautiful weekend both UGA
and USC managed to shut out
the team. The official record is 32 and spirit is high.
In perhaps the best game
Augusta has played since last
March's win over Clemson,
MCG beat Old White of Atlanta
13-10 in the mud (again) at
Richmond Academy February 9.
Old White is perennially one of
the state's stronger teams and
one of their players was heard to
gurgle from the bottom of his
brew later that night, "I've
played a long time and never before lost to a medical school
team ." He was advised to take
two nurses and call MCG when
he needs more humility.
The game took place on a typical English spring day with
temperatures in the 40s and
drizzle deepening the mid-field
puddles. All the MCG scoring
was accomplished by the scrum

as the battle was decided in the
trenches . During a Herculean
push-over try by the pack, where
eight forwards shove against
eight more for several minutes,
moving slowly for the goal line,
it was reported that the scrum
knew they would make it when
some of them began speaking in
tongues . Jerry Wackerhagen,
an IBM representative to MCG,
showed excellent power and
control of the ball until Steve
Taylor, SMS, took it the final,
bruising inches for the score.
With time running out and
Augusta behind, it again fell to
the forwards to do the honors.
They forced the loose play near
the opponent's goal and Quigg
Davis, SMS, fell on the ball for
the deciding points.
The following day an injurydepleted Mad Dog side defeated
Barnwell 42 -6 . Notables were
John Gondos of Fort Gordon at
scrumhalf and Bruce Brennaman, SMS, who demonstrated
that he intends to fill the animal
role by scoring two tries of his
face over a trail of so-called
"tacklers."
Some positions are being settled which should help teamwork and productivity. Bruce
Carter, SMS, has apparently
won a regular spot as inside
center while Brennaman is now
a first side utility scrummer, and
they have responded by leading
the team in tries scored thus far.
Dave Kraebber; JMS, is playing
regularly and leads in point production with his kicking skills.
Some new players are making
an impression , including Martin
Truett and Ormonde Mahoney,
both Phase I med . Mahoney
plays with abandon and
strength in the gridiron fashion
while Truett is solid and coach-

able. Hamilton Boone, PAS, arrived at his first parctice with the
ideal attitude and physical skills
and already threatens some of
the old regulars with his party
technique and "I need a ride
home" line .
Three games remain before

the March tournament schedule
which includes ST. Patrick's in
Savannah. The MCG ruggers
are proving they can play without much rest and should fare
respectably in Europe come
April. Watch for the next game
and join the excitment.

Soccer Starts Again!
By CHET ROLLINS

As John deBach headed Josh
Smith's cross into the near corner of the goal he screamed,
"happy bithday Billy!" Thus, one
of four MCG goals was scored in
the victorious (4-0) season
opener against the Aiken Shins.
In addition to controlling a great
deal of space in the center of the
field, Mark Langsfeld was responsible for MCG 's first goal.
Val Vinolov and David Avery
demonstrated their ability to
shoot as each one scored . Under
the direction of goalkeeper Andy
Kelahan, the MCG defense
managed to hold the frustrated
Shins scoreless.
A week after their first outing
the MCG squad soundly defeated the North Augusta team

6-1. Right wing Josh Smith
managed to score twice as did
Wendell Turner. Val Vinolov and
David Avery each scored a goal
for the second consecutive
game .
After their first two games,
the MCG soccer team looks forward to a respectable season.
Under the leadership of cocoaches, Brooks Lide and Jim
Walley, the team hopes to refine
their teamwork and technique
so MCG may become a contender for the league Championship. Furthermore, the team is
trying to ellicit enthusiastic support from the Medical College
community . Get involved and
support your schools' teams!

EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT US!

soup ·n SaLad
2360 WASHINGTON ROAD

(Next to Turner Keyboards at end of Calhoun Expressway)

SALAD BAR

57 DIFFERENT ITEMS
ONE TRIP

SANDWICHES

TURKEY e ROAST BEEF e REUBEN
CHICKEN, EGG & TUNA SALAD
"DELIGHTS"
Ham, Roast Beef, Cheese (Swiss or American), Lettuce , Tomato
HAM

e

SOUP BAR

ALL YOU CAN EAT
3 DIFFERENT SOUPS DAILY

ENTREES
(5-9 P.M .)

SUN. - Turkey & Dressing
MON . - Chicken a la King

TUE. - Lasagna
WED. - Baked Ham
THUR . - Spaghetti

FRI. - Chicken & Rice
SAT . -

BUY ONE
SOUP 'N SALAD COMBINATION
2nd SOUP 'N SALAD $1.00

6-PAKS, CASES & KEGS

What a way to go!

OPEN 7 A.M. till MIDNIGHT
1719 LANEY WALKER BLVD.

(INCLUDES BEVERAGE, BREAD & DESSERT)

TH~J~~~JER
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What The Hell's A PA?
By AL LORD and LYNN McALUM

Have you ever been sociallizing at one of the mary local
ha ppy hours and happened into
a fellow MCG'erwhosefaceyou
knew but whose name just wasn't
registered? Well , being the
fri endly cadaver-lover that you
are, you quickly strike up a conversation with this fellow stude nt. Somewhere during the
co urse of the conversation you
happen to ask him what program he is in to which he replies
"t he PA program." You smile
and say "hey thats great" while
insi de your wondering, "what
t he hell's a PA." Well , Mom alwa ys said that it was better to
keep your mouth shut and look
stupi d than to open it and remove all doubt, so you let the
conversation ramble on to how
well the 'Dogs are doing this
season or to the good looking girl

who just walked by.
Well, what is a PA? No its not
Public Accountant, or Public Announcer, or Pompous Ass. PA
stands for Physician's Assistant
and we have a junior and senior
class of 48 strong here at MCG .
In accordance with Georgia
law a Physician's Assistant may
be hired by a Physician but he
must .cunction under the supervision and the guidelines drawn
up by that physician and the
State Board of Medical Examiners . The physician may or may
1
not be in group practice, but he
retains responsibility for no
more than two PA's. Although
there is no model job description
most include the following :
-- collection of patient data
- stating the patient's problem
- complete physical examination
- differential diagnosis

~artl<2~'s
MATERNITY

WEAR

-

UNIFORMS

1522 WALTON WAY, AUGUSTA, GA

implementing appropriate
portions of the plan of treatment
follow up

Medical Examiners and a national
board type of examination may
also be taken to enhance the
PA's credentials .

This arrangement allows the
physician to devote more of his
time to problems requiring his
unique skills and knowledge .

The didactic curriculum is
structured to give the student
the opportunity to gain solid
communication knowledge in
the basic sciences as related to
clinical experiences. Data col lection along with many other
skills, are learned in depth to
permit the student to progress
through various clinical rotations of six weeks each in hospitals and in private practice
situations .

-

-

The PA program was established a MCG in 1972 and the
first class enrolled in January
1973. A class of 24 is accepted
each year concurrent with the
fall quarter. The program has
received full accreditation by the
American Medical Association .
Upon satisfactory completion
of the program which consists of
both didactic and clinical work,
a Bachelor of Science degree is
awarded. The graduate is certified by the Composite Board of

Who are the entering students? This year's class of 24
students consists of 17 females
and 7 males. (Thus the smiles on
male PA student faces) . Over
50% of the students have already
completed a four year program
before being accepted here.
Many of these are graduates of
other allied health programs
who wish to become a part of
this new medical profession .
Others are RN's, LPN's, and
EMT's, who also have had many
yea rs of medical experience and
wish to furt her their education.
So there you have it. The next
time someone tells you he's in
PA school, you can (as they tell
us in PA school) give a halfassed intelligent nod instead of
one that shows both you and the
PA that you're out in left field
selling hotdogs and don't know
what the hell he's talking about.

Lunch anytime at SUNSHINE Bakery
1209 Broad Street

Some Deli Specialties are:
•Our own bagel with lox and cream cheese
• Pastrami on our Sour Dough Rye
• Enjoy· our Soup of the Day (better than homemade)

~ GE~8P~~~~ s~~1~~~~l
HEWLETT-PACKARD 280

$62.95

948 yv'alton Way •Augusta , Ga. 30901

404- 722 -0276

MALES ONLY

SEMEN DONORS
NEEDED
REMUNERATION
INTERVIEW REQUIRED

XYTEX CORP.
724-5615

1021 15th Street, Suite 6

IHUN.HcJI:~
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Addis's

Byl.M.FULL
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Local restauranteur, Addis Kelley, formerly of Le Cafe Naturel ,
has recently undertaken a new venture in cuisine and drink.
Mr . Kelley, a well-known Augustan figure, is now the proprietor of
Addis's, formerly Pasquale's Italian Restaurant on Walton Way .
Mr . Kelley brings with him a special expertise in dining and drinking which will become evident as he gradually implements his
personalized touches to his new enterprise .
We wish him luck in this endeavor and feel confident in his efforts
to provide Augustans, especially "MCG-ites", a new avenue for
food, fun and entertainment.

1545 LANEY-WALKER BLVD.
AUGUSTA, GA
(404) 722-0796

Gift Shop
Florists
Wedding Consultants
Craft Supplies
Costume Rental

IDLE HOUR FLORIST
1704 CENTRAL AVENUE

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 30904

SCHOLARHIP FUNDS AVAILABLE THROUGH
THE LOUIE A. BEARD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
JOHN D. ARCHBOLD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Thomasville, Georgia

PURPOSE:
To provide financial assistance
which enables worthy students to
acquire health care education and
to help provide professional personnel.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE:
Funds in an amount up to $2,000.00 are
available to students enrolled in - or
accepted in an accredited training program
such as professional ·nursing, physical therapy,
and medical technology.

BENEFITS:
Upon completion of the academic program, the
graduate will be employed by JOHN D. ARCHBOLD
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL at the full salary for this
position and with full employee benefits offered.
Summer employment is guaranteed for nursing students
between the final two years of schooling . Other students
are given first priority in filling summer positions.

AGREEMENT:
Scholarship recipient agrees upon completion of the
educational program to be employed by JOHN D. ARCHBOLD
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL for three months for every $250.00 in
scholarship funds he / she received for a total up to two years.

FOR INFORMATION ON ELIGIBILITY, BENEFITS, TERMS, AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY, CALL:
DIRECTOR , EDUCATION AND TRAINING
JOHN D. ARCHBOLD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
(912) 226 -4121 EXT. 166
OR WRITE TO :
P. 0. BOX 1018
THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 31792
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